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WINTER PARK, FL A , W W W . I l l I 
Interested in some 
extra cash? Take 
pictures and write 
stories for 
W$z !§>anbgpur 
S A N D S P U R 
Open Mic Night hosted by 
Cfje ^anbsfpur livens up 
Dave's Down Under 
see pages 4-5 
Volume 115 issue 2 
"Class of 2012, orient 
yourself!" 
Orientation 2008 evaluated, 
see page 6 
Fay practice for hurricane Hanna? 
A L E X I S 
O B E R N A U * E R 
the sandspur 
First years who thought 
they were corning to college in 
the Sunshine State were in for 
quite a surprise their first week 
on campus for orientation. 
Instead of absorbing some nice 
UV rays by the pool, students 
were reluctant to spend more 
than a minute outside for fear 
of being completely drenched 
and blown away by the gusting 
winds. Tropical Storm Fay hit 
Florida on the afternoon of 
August 18, and zigzagged back 
and forth across the state and 
into the Atlantic for five wet and 
windy days. 
The fun began when 
residents of the Florida Keys 
were forced to evacuate their 
homes after Governor Charlie 
Crist declared a state of 
emergency in the days prior to 
the storm's landfall. The fierce 
weather conditions caused 
many local businesses to close-
their doors and airlines at 
Orlando International to cancel 
seventy-five flights. The sixty 
mile per hour gusts and five 
feet of rainfall caused massive 
flooding and millions of dollars 
of damage to the area. In 
addition, thirty six deaths were 
recorded; fourteen of those 
being Florida residents. Record 
breaking Fay was the first storm 
to hit land on seven separate 
occasions and strike the same 
state four times. Though Fay is 
only the sixth storm in the 2008 
Atlantic Storm Season, it served 
as good preparation for the 
upcoming Hurricane Hanna, 
JD CASTO / the sandspur 
WHEN IT RAINS IT POURS: Tropical Storm Fay caused some flooding and destruction with wind blown branches, flooding at the Campus 
Center entrance and leaks in Skillman Dining Hall. The forboding skies above the parking lot were warning of the minimal damages to 
come and campus housing leaks on campus. 
which is expected to hit Florida 
later this week. Hanna will be 
the fourth hurricane this year 
and is already worrying officials 
in Georgia, South Carolina, and 
Florida. Even more troublesome 
are the two storms already 
forrning in the-Atlantic that 
will be gaining strength in the 
upcoming weeks. 
Luckily, though, students 
at Rollins have already had 
some practice with emergency 
response procedures because of 
the "Fay Day" lockdown, which 
forced all persons on campus 
to remain indoors for the better 
part of fifteen hours. Since 
hurricane season continues 
through the end of November, 
it is wise to familiarize oneself 
with the appropriate measures 
to take in the event of a natural 
disaster. 
First and foremost, be sure 
to relax. The Rollins College 
Emergency Preparedness Plan 
will be activated to ensure the 
safety of all students and staff. 
Information on the best course 
of action will be provided on 
the Rollins Website as well as 
via e-mail, flyers, and word 
of mouth communication. 
Students intencling to leave 
campus must register online 
with Rollins Student Storm 
Tracker which can be found at 
http://asp2.rollins.edu/Rollins/ 
StudentStormTracker.asp. In 
the event of another lockdown, 
Elizabeth Hall, McKean Hall, 
Ward Hall and the Bush Science 
Center are all hurricane safe. 
If seeking shelter somewhere 
other than your residence hall 
is necessary, bring food, water, 
blankets, and a change of 
clothing. So, Rollins Students, be 
sure to stock up on bottled water 
and hoard games, because from 
the looks of it, there may just be 
a few more hurricane parties/ 
lockdowns before the Atlantic 
Storm season officially ends on 
November 30. 
invade Ward 
L A U R A 
H A R D W I C K E 
the sandspur 
NICK Z A Z U L I A / the sandspur 
DIRTY LAUNDRY?: Bats mak 
ing their way into Ward pose a 
nuisance for residents. This bat 
was caught in a laundry hamper 
then released into "the wild." 
Eager first year students 
moved into Ward hall this year 
with high hopes. They are living 
in the newly renovated building 
and are going to have a great 
residence hall experience. Little 
did they know that darkness 
loomed in their near future. 
Darkness came during 
orientation in the form of dozens 
of bats. Virginia Utley, a resident 
on the third floor recalls her first 
startling run in with the bats: "I 
just walked out my door and 
one swooped down at me and 
I screamed". Virginia's fellow 
third floor residents are living in 
constant fear of the bats. If you 
take a stroll down the halls, you 
can see towels shoved under the 
doors; the bats are said to have 
gone into someone's room from 
the space between the floor and 
the door. 
Of course there is always 
the option to fight or flee, and 
while some residents choose to 
take a defensive strategy, others 
are taking a more heroic role. 
Third floor boys armed with 
trash bags have attempted to 
catch the bats. 
The bats, which are not 
unusual in Florida, are flying 
in through vents in the laundry 
room. Their favorite spots 
include light fixtures, room 
corners, and windowsills. 
The Ward bats aren't much to 
be afraid of, with their small 
wingspan of roughly six inches. 
Technically they live on campus, 
but the bats don't need a meal 
plan because they feed mostly 
on insects. 
Returning students may be 
having a case of deja vu. The bats 
are not new to Ward. A triple on 
the third floor was. converted 
into a study area for this year 
after the residents moved out 
because of the bats. However, 
last year there weren't nearly as 
many active bats. The room is 
now locked and is inaccessible 
to students. 
Former Resident Assistant 
Luke Taylor challenged the bats 
last year. He caught and released 
two bats on two separate 
occasions. He describes one 
occasion: "They were sleeping 
in the light fixture and we 
corralled them into a garbage 
bag and released them outside". 
Luke also claims "they pee a 
lot". 
Bat urine, high in ammonia 
can be toxic, and is the biggest 
threat to the residents in Ward. 
Both Facilities and Campus 
Security were unable to be 
reached-for questioning on the 
current measures being taken to 
safely remove the bats. 
The Rollins College Sandspur BFornof@Rollins.edu 
September'5, 2C 
Livinganeco- Hypnot is t ShOW 
friendly dorm life sUNTOcll SUCC6SS 
S A R A H G R I F F I S 
the sandspur 
Welcome to Rollins class of 2012! As you make 
your way through the hectic and exciting days of 
moving-in and orientation, don't forget to take a 
deep breath since you more than likely need it. Eco-
Rollins, your campus environmental organization, 
and Rollins Recycling ask that you take into consid-
eration (and hopefully put into action) a few sug-
gestions to help you make a "greener" transition. 
• When shopping, remember that every 
choice you make has an impact, so try to keep in 
mind what went into the product you're purchas-
ing. Many stores now offer natural fiber/organic 
sheets and bedding, providing you with earth 
friendly sleeping options. 
• Extra Boxes? Rollin's warehouse (located 
behind McKean) will take your boxes and store 
them for any student who might need one in the 
future. 
• Instead of the usual incandescent bulb, try 
opting for a compact fluorescent bulb, which can 
reduce carbon emissions by nearly 150 pounds! 
• While your recycling bin (the blue bin in 
your room) is useful for carrying your stuff during 
move-in, try to remember its actual purpose! Sim-
ply place your recyclables (paper, plastics, glass) in 
the bin, and empty them into the large black bins in 
the common area when full. I promise it's not that 
difficult. 
• Try using reusable water bottles - Whole 
Foods down the street sells some nice ones - plates, 
and utensils, instead of the disposable kind. 
• When loading up on caffeine in the morn-
ing, bring your own mug, an eco-friendly and stur-
dy alternative to prevent any tragic and painful cof-
fee accidents. 
• Why not check out the Winter Park Farm-
ers market for a delicious selection of local foods? 
It's occurs every Saturday from 7 am to 1 pm and is 
located within walking distance! 
• Finally, simple steps such as turning off the 
water when you're not using it and the lights when 
you're out - or better yet, making use of natural 
l i gh t - can make a huge difference! 
Once again, welcome to the Rollins commu-
nity! I hope that you are able to keep these sugges-
tions in mind as you adjust! 
A N N A B E L L E 
K E M P S T E R 
the sandspur 
Among the many modules 
and meetings that came along 
with being welcomed into the 
first semester, some fun events 
were hosted to help the fresh-
men better enjoy themselves 
during orientation week. One 
of these events was being able 
to watch students being hyp-
notized. Hypnotist Mark Mav-
erick from Las Vegas had the 
stage set up at Dave's Down 
Under, and once an adequate 
amount of volunteers were 
ready, the show began. The 
show was not planned out in 
advance, nor did the volunteers 
have any idea what they were 
getting themselves into. The 
first people to make it to the 
stage were the lucky ones to be 
•hypnotized, and when this was 
announced people began to run 
toward the stage to make it on 
before others. 
Many question the validity 
of hypnosis, and whether vol-
unteers actually enter a hyp-
notic state or are simply acting, 
but once the hypnotist began 
his work, some of those ques-
tions began to disappear. As the 
volunteers were made to do all-
around crazy and sometimes 
embarrassing things, the audi-
ence enjoyed the show more 
and more, and began to realize 
that the hypnotist definitely 
seemed to have some sort of 
control over these people. 
"I was skeptical at first but 
it truly was amazing how he 
got the participants to do such 
embarrassing things! I'm so 
glad I didn't volunteer though." 
freshman Kayli Ragsdale said. 
From making the volun-
teers think they were at a horse 
derby cheering on their horse, 
to making them believe that pa-
per napkins were hundred-dol-
lar bills, to making one believe 
a broom was the. most beauti-
ful woman in the world, the 
hypnotist made sure that the 
show was a lively and enter-
taining one. "There was never 
a dull moment, and the show 
kept me laughing. The hypno-
tist was aware of how the audi-
ence was reacting to things and 
made sure to always keep the 
audience enjoying themselves 
as well as the show." freshman 
Nehal Bellani said. 
The show maintained its 
entertainment for those who 
are returning students. "This 
was my second time getting 
hypnotized on stage and I can 
happily say I have retired from 
any future hypnotist shows. 
Being on stage is fun, but from 
what I've heard from everyone 
is that watching the show is a 
totally different experience. 
Sorry to all my faithful fans," 
sophomore Scott Marchfield 
said. 
In observing some of the 
volunteers after the show, it 
seemed like none of them could 
remember what they had done 
while on stage. When their 
friends began to tell them the 
stories of the things they had 
done, they honestly seemed to 
be in disbelief. 
Overall, the show seemed 
to be a success as "first-time 
viewers enjoyed themselves as 
well as people who had seen 
it in previous years. "He was 
hilarious!" freshman Jonathon 
Emmet said of the hypnotist 
ZAC CHENAILLE / the sandspu 
HYPNOTIZED: First-years and peer educaton 
starred in the antics of hypnotist Mark Mavericj 
After being hypnotized (bottom) students becar 
unpredictable, falling, in love with brooms (toj 
and even dancing like Madonna. 
and the things that he made the volunteers d| 
As many students who had seen the hypnotisj 
take place in previous years, this year's fresl 
men seem to agree that they would definite! 
recommend it to take place again next year. 
Campus Safety causes insecurit 
J E N N I F E R S T U L L 
the sandspur 
There are two words that 
strike fear in the hearts of par-
tying college students every-
where. Two words that can 
make the most drunken fool 
at the party sober up so fast he 
could drive a semi truck. Two 
words that bring about the ul-
timate buzz kill to a Saturday 
night. Those two words are 
"Security's coming," and those 
words have been echoing the 
dorm halls for the past two 
weeks. 
Now, the main issue does 
not seem to be that there is 
drinking on campus, rather that 
those who are under 21 have 
access to alcohol. However, just 
because an under 21 student is 
around alcohol, does not mean 
that student has chosen to drink 
the alcohol. Unfortunately, just 
because the student was in the 
room where drinking was tak-
ing place, he or she is grouped 
in with those who have com-
mitted an offense and therefore 
face a potential disciplinary 
problem with, the school. Is this 
a fair way to deal with the alco-
hol related issues on campus? 
First off, according to Bay 
Rodriguez (3rd shift supervi-
sor), campus security is defined 
as, "pretty broad, we need to 
ensure the policies set forth by 
the president and make sure 
they are followed and forced." 
Seeing as this statement is 
very "broad," it leaves much 
confusion as to what exactly a 
student can and cannot get in 
trouble for. So let's get to the 
point: should students who are 
obviously not involved in the il-
legal activities be grouped and 
sentenced to a hearing with 
those who are? Rodriguez's re-
sponse to this is, "It's our job to 
annotate what we see. We just 
say this is what we saw, this is 
what we found. CSR is who re-
ally writes you up . We simply 
document what was wrong. In 
an Ideal world with no money 
factor (I know this will not hap-
pen) it would be where only 
people of age can live in certain 
buildings and the underage 
would not be allowed in. It's a 
nearly impossible problem to 
solve."' 
At this point it seems as if 
socializing on campus if under 
21 is a catch 22; the risk fac-
tor is prevalent no matter if a 
student chooses to consume 
alcohol or not. For example, a 
female freshman student, who 
wishes to remain anonymous, 
fell into one of these catch 22 
situations earlier last week. She 
attended a party where alcohol 
was present, but did not drink. 
When campus security showed 
up, her name was documented 
even though she was not seen 
holding or drinking alcohol, 
and-she had to have a hearing 
with CSR. "I think it's not prac-
tical for the administration to 
try and stop underage students 
from socializing in certain at-
mospheres. This is college; we 
are all adults and therefore 
able to make our own decisions 
about where we go and who we 
associate with," she says. "I un-
derstand law is law," she con-
tinues, "I also understand that 
drinking can bring about bad 
situations at any age and that 
the college is trying to prevent 
that, but if you're obviously not 
drinking, then it is unnecessary 
to pu t innocent students at the 
risk of getting 
in trouble, 
because even 
if I am found 
not guilty at 
my hearing, 
my name is 
still cited and 
d o c u m e n t e d 
for the rest 
of my college 
career." 
While a 
large amount 
of freshman 
s t u d e n t s 
p r o b a b l y 
agree with 
the previous 
s t a t e m e n t s , 
there are 
some students who feel the 
methods of campus security 
and CSR are appropriate and 
fair. Billy Yates, a freshman, 
says that "by putting yourself 
in a situation you know has il-
legal activity going on, even if 
you are not participating, still 
make you responsible. There 
are plenty of places you can 
go to socialize and not drink. 
Even if you are not drinking, 
campus security has the legal 
sfcsS®^ . ^M 
ROLLINS COLLEJ 
FEARSOME: This year's campus safety force pfl 
for a photo in front of the Mills building. Nothj 
stops a party faster than officers arriving at 
door. 
responsibility to report you.' 
So what's the solution? 
there a right way to go abd 
prosecuting the rule break] 
on campus while making si| 
the innocent go free? Or, 
those two ominotis words c(| 
tinue to reign supreme on 
Rollins College campus? 
smart fellow students, you 
all innocent until proven guij 
but documented and qu| 
tioned forever. 
)8 The Rollins College Sandspur FKermalli@Rollins.edu 
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"China, Costa Rica, and Scotland, oh my!" 
Students travel the world in field studies 
L I N D S E Y H I R S C H 
the sandspur 
Let's face it; reading is not 
everyone's favorite subject and 
school is notoriously boring. 
Why read about a civilization or 
a culture when the real deal is 
only a plane ticket away? That 
is the hands-on educational ap-
proach of field studies here at 
Rollins. 
Hiking up the Great 
of Wall of China, waking 
up in the middle of the 
night to see the eruption 
of volcano Arenal in Cos-
ta Rica, participating in a 
performing arts festival , 
in Scotland, and bringing 
food to children in the 
inner cities of Costa Rica 
are just some of the expe-
riences and highlights of
 9 
Rollins students from this past 
summer. How many people can 
say they've done that? 
Since its founding, Rollins 
has promoted the idea of stu-
dents becoming, global citizens 
who are enriched and educated 
in the various cultures of the 
world. Through two-week field 
study sessions, students travel 
to various countries around the 
globe, immersing themselves in 
the history, culture, and action 
of a nation. 
This past summer, Rollins 
students were offered the op-
portunity to study in the coun-
tries of China, Costa Rica, and 
°
H
 Scotland. Environmental stud-
ies professor, Dr. Barry Allen, 
[( believes that there is no better 
sr way to understanding subject 
sh matter than actually physically 
el being where it is that one-is 
studying, "When we talk about 
environment... getting people 
in foreign environments is in-
valuable. You can't understand 
issues associated with a 'place' 
until you've actually experi-
enced that place." 
Dr. Allen has been leading 
field studies to Costa Rica for 
years now and keeps returning 
to give students the opportunity 
to witness first-hand the innova-
Tips for Studying Abroad 
Plan Ahead. 
Keep an open mind. 
Pack light. You'll probably be dragging 
your own luggage everywhere. 
Take full advantage while you're abroad. 
You may only get this chance once. 
Take a class/ Prepare so you can see 
your book experience come alive 
five concepts that Costa Rica has 
to offer. "Costa Rica is a world 
leader in both sustainable devel-
opment and conservation. And 
in addition to that it's a very safe 
and relatively healthy place to 
go to do the kinds of things we 
do. There aren't many places in 
the tropics that you can get to 
in order to see the tropical envi-
ronments." 
Across the Atlantic, in a 
less tropical environment, Rol-
lins students participated in an 
intensive two week art course. 
Sopbomore, Siobhan Philbin^ 
found that studying abroad 
made it, ".. .much easier to learn 
when you are immersed in 
whatever you are studying." 
Although Siobhan admit-
ted that the culture in Scotland 
was based around "drinking, she 
found that she could quench 
her thirst artistically through 
picking up new skills such as 
screen printing and stained 
glass work. 
Field studies are a great 
way to spend your summers. In 
the student's own words: "you 
get credit and have fun at the 
same time... I didn't even mind 
doing the visual journal project 
that was required for the course. 
It helped to visually record our 
trip as well as give us 
a place to write about 
what we were think-
ing." 
But wait a second, 
let's put it back into per-
spective... just because 
the opportunity is avail-
able to travel, does not 
mean that you are tour-
ist. In f act as Dr. Yusheng 
Yao explains, ".. .you're 
not a tourist at all-you're 
a student studying the culture 
and history." 
On the other side of the 
world, while students were busy 
making art in Scotland and hik-
ing through the tropics in Costa 
Rica, another group of students 
were busy trying to catch their 
breath walking up the Great 
Wall of China. 
During this two week 
course, students resided at Jian 
Qiao College in Shanghai, China 
where they were directly thrust 
into the society of Chinese stu-
dents their age. Dr. Yao said, 
"This year was an experiment, 
we wanted there to be more 
educational components. It was 
a very cultural learning experi-
ence by creating contact with 
the Chinese students through 
home stays." 
China is an enormously vast 
place, so there was only enough' 
time to visit Shanghai and Bei-
jing. These cities were picked 
because of their drastic contra-
diction. "We chose Shanghai 
because of the economic devel-
opment, the modernization, and 
the western influence. Beijing 
was a must because it is a po-
litical center, the Olympics were 
being held there, and it is the 
capital as well as a symbol of a 
communist state." This course 
was designed to feature China 
through history and culture 
through the past and present. 
Dr. Yao believes that two 
weeks isn't long enough, but 
also that Rollins students may 
not be able to handle it much 
longer than that. "...I remem-
ber after about a week everyone 
was already sick of the food." 
When they finally went to a piz-
za place, everyone gorged them-
selves on Papa Johns pizza. 
So everybody agrees that 
field studies are a great way to 
learn and experience the world. 
But why do they have to be so 
expensive when we're already 
paying out the derriere for tu-
ition money? Granted, there is 
a good amount of scholarship 
available for those who are at-
tempting internationalization, 
but it's just not enough to go 
around. If Rollins wants us to be 
"global citizens" so much, don't 
you think that these opportuni-
ties provided to us should al-
ready be included in the cost of 
our attendance? 
LINDSEY HIRSCH / the sandspur 
EXPLORING THE TROPICS: 
Students in DrhAllen's two-week 
field study class traveled to the 
tropical country of Costa Rica, a 
world leader in sustainable de-
velopment and conservation. 
LINDSEY HIRSCH / the sandspur 
IN FRONT OF THE GREAT WALL: Students experienced the culture 
of China through visits and home stays during their two-week trip. 
Coping with life as an international student 
N E H A L B E L L A N I 
the sandspur 
From August 14th to the 
16th, before the freshman orien-
tation week had begun, Rollins 
held an international students ' 
orientation. About fifty inter-
national students have been 
accepted into Rollins this year. 
They hail from various countries 
all over the world, including 
Hong Kong, China, Thailand, 
Canada, Ecuador, Nepal, Bra-
zil, and Taipei. These students, 
from freshman to exchange 
students to graduate students, 
make up the largest number of 
international students Rollins 
has had, making our campus 
culture more diverse than ever. 
A welcome dinner was held 
on August 14th for the interna-
tional students and their par-
ents. They had been given the 
whole day to check into their 
dorms, giving them the advan-
tage of having more time to 
settle in without the usual rush 
of people. The welcome dinner 
was a good start as the students 
got to meet and get to know 
each other. Jenifer Leon, direc-
tor of International-Student and 
Scholar Services, welcomed 
everyone and had a chance to 
speak to all the family members 
and new students. 
The second day began with 
morning sessions on being an 
international student, which 
addressed issues such as em-
ployment, the drinking age, and 
maintaining.student visa status. 
A boat tour was also scheduled 
for noon, but unfortunately had 
to be cancelled due to the rain. 
The day ended with taking all 
the international students for 
bowling and pizzas. That was 
the highlight of the day as ev-
eryone got to mingle with each 
other and eat as much as they 
possibly could! 
When Jenifer Leon was 
asked how the international 
students are coping, this is 
what she had to say: "Most are 
settling in well as far as I am 
aware. • There have been some 
situations that have come to my 
attention and with which I have 
assisted. In most cases, the stu-
dents have difficulty bridging 
their culture to the U.S. culture 
- whether this is knowing how 
the basics work (adding / drop-
ping classes, etc.) or dealing 
with U.S. laws on the drinking 
age which for ritany is much 
older than their home country's 
age limit." 
Suggestions are always 
helpful, especially for-the new 
international students out there. 
Here are some suggestions from 
Jenifer Leon about settling in on 
campus: "Coping with the ad-
justment to college life, a new 
city, a new country, and a new 
culture can be very stressful. 
Some suggestions that I make 
to new international students 
are to be sure they talk about 
their adjustment with other in-
ternational students, because 
most likely everyone else is 
having similar issues or feel-
ings. Keeping oneself healthy, 
by eating well and exercising, 
will also help. Physical strength 
can have a big impact on one's 
mental strength. Finding a bal-
ance between class work and 
recreation, the new culture and 
one's home culture, and mak-
ing new friends and keeping in 
touch with friends from home 
is critical to successfully adjust-
ing. Of course, I also encourage 
students to come to talk with 
me." 
Another international stu-
dent, Fernanda Dassum, was 
asked how she was coping to 
the lifestyle at Rollins. She said, 
"It's been easier to adjust since 
everyone is trying to make 
new friends, but still hard in 
the sense that people here are 
very different compared to Ec-
uador. For example, saying 'Hi ' 
out here is very different. Back 
home we would kiss on the 
cheek as that is the way of greet-
ing, but over here all we just say 
is a 'Hi ' . However I have settled 
in well over here. The weather 
is amazing and the campus is 
gorgeous." 
The international students 
have definitely settled well into 
Rollins with a few small prob-
lems here and there, but that is 
natural. The orientation week 
seemed to have helped them 
a lot in meeting new people. 
Hopefully the suggestions and 
advice given will make their 
first year at Rollins easier. 
NEHAL BELLANI / the sandspur 
BOWLING THE NIGHT AWAY: International Students had a fun 
night at the bowling alley during their second day of orientation. 
The Rollins College Sandspur KMcnoldy@Rollins.edu 
C E N T E R S P R E A D 
September 5,2008 
IDSPU 
K A T I E S C H W A R T Z 
the sandspur 
What better way to spend a 
Wednesday night than with a free 
platter of Panera Bread pastries, 
eager musicians, an electrified 
crowd, and, of course, Danny 
Travis. The Sandspur's Open 
Mic Night on Aug. 27 at Dave's 
Down Under was, in fact, "The 
Grandest Night of The Season" 
as promised by the friers. With 
a stage decorated by collages 
of newspaper sections and an 
ambiance that resembled that of 
a coffee house, Open Mic Night 
provided the perfect setting for a 
mid-week night out of the dorm. 
By nine o'clock the room filled 
with enthusiastic upperclassmen 
freshly returning from their 
summer looking to socialize 
with old friends and freshmen 
seeking another event, not as 
corny as orientation ice-breakers, 
to make new ones. Danny Travis, 
the master of ceremonies for the 
night and editor of the sports 
section for The Sandspur, began 
the show by enthusiastically 
announcing the theme of the 
night: KEEPING IT REAL! 
With a cinnamon crunch 
bagel in the left hand and cup of 
hot jaVa in the right, each audience 
member sunk in their cushioned 
seats in great anticipation as 
junior Maia Ryan rose to the stage 
as first performer. Her beautiful 
voice alongside her guitar 
playing captured the crowd, and 
got them actively applauding and 
energized for a great night ahead 
of them. In between sets, Danny 
Travis enlightened the audience 
with hilarious commentary, 
personal stories, and jokes. He 
even offered his own advice: 
"sometimes shit happens, but 
keep it real!" The dark room 
never ceased to roar in laughter 
in Travis's presence^ 
The excitement remained 
high as Aaron Childree performed 
three of his own songs beginning 
with "Beautifully, Hopeless Kiss" 
followed by "In a Dream" and 
"Tie Me Down". He announced 
that these songs were about 
the boundaries between reality 
and dreams, and having that 
chance to be with that one special 
person. The night continued with 
performances by David Franz, 
Mark Lambert, and freshman 
Chase Jennings. 
Chase Jennings /winner of 
the talent show that occurred 
a few nights prior on the very 
same stage, illuminated Dave's 
Down Under alongside back-
up singer, Becky Ainsworth, 
and drummer, Billy Yates. 
Despite technical difficulties 
with Ainsworth's microphone, 
the band began with a cover of 
"Naked as We Came" by Iron 
and Wine followed by "Theme 
from Pinata" by Bright Eyes. 
The audience clapped in rhythm 
with the songs, and Jennings 
even got people shouting "Yee-
Haiw!" The band ended their act 
with the hit from Jennings' band, 
Cadet, called "You're Okay with 
Me Kid". Upon asking Jennings' 
opinion of the night, he fervently 
responded, "It was jeally cool. I'd 
do it again!" 
People even acquired a 
dosage of another language, as 
musician, Boris Seva, enriched 
the crowd with Spanish songs. 
The elated audience filled with 
noise as Seva led everyone into 
yelling "Que Paso", meaning 
"What's up?" If learning Spanish 
REVELING IN THE Gl 
embraces host Danny Tri 
wasn't thrilling enough, 
to Justin Braun sing 
original songs "Not Gayi 
for Disney" and "G-S{ 
While some stared in amn 
as they listened to the ly 
began to cry from laught 
The final act was 
by the college's own b< 
CONNIE C A M M A R A T A / the sandspur 
SINGING ALL NIGHT LONG (from top to bottom): Host Danny Travis 
kept the night real with rants. Editor-in-Chief Justin Braun sung why he 
wasn't gay enough for Disney and David Franz Wooed the ladies with 
his Dave Matthews Band covers. 
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The Tars are back in town 
CONNIE CAMMARATA / the sandspur 
liHIi After a jam session that included almost all open-mic participants, junior Brian Radock lovingly 
3rian McShaffry while open mic participants revel in the grandest night of the season. 
Doctors. Accompanied 
array - of instruments 
as the tambourine, guitar, 
ngos, lead singer David 
on, got the crowd energized 
ongs such as "Pressure 
f" by The Toots and the 
als. The event concluded 
?anME open stage where all 
performers, including host 
Danny Travis, sang "Santeria" by 
Sublime. The night wrapped u p 
and the crowd began to scatter 
as Travis thanked everyone for 
coming and encouraged many to 
join The Sandspur. 
Upon leaving the building, 
many audience members asserted 
their positive remarks on the 
evening. Krista Alasti exclaimed, 
"It was very enjoyable! I loved 
it!" while Amanda Hampton 
revealed, "It was an awesome 
time!" 
As fully predicted, The 
Sandspur's Open Mic Night kept 
it real. 
E V I E L Y R A S 
the sandspur 
Just like every other Summer 
in the history of the scorching 
season, different people did 
different things. While I spent 
my Summer planning CD 
release parties and attempting to 
reconstruct my genetic code by 
avoiding any product with the 
letters SPF-printed on the label, 
others contributed to society by 
expanding their cultural horizons 
(that means they traveled, for 
all you global citizens in-the-
making) or expanding their 
resumes. 
There was nothing 
particularly special about the 
Summer of 2008. It resembled 
all Summers before and all 
those pending. Therefore, using 
my handy dandy deductive 
reasoning skills, I can only 
expect that the 2008-2009 school 
year will be no different from 
any years before. Sure, there 
were a few renovations in a few 
residence halls and there are 
some new policies concerning 
the way students collaborate (or 
merely coexist) socially, but there 
is nothjng drastic to set this year 
apart. 
The only thing that makes 
this year any different from others 
is the up-coming presidential 
election. Therefore, if you wish 
for every Summer and every 
school year to remain as it has, 
you should vote... and if you wish 
for it to change you should vote. 
No matter what your political 
fixations entail, I encourage you 
to be proactive in the pursuit 
of your ideals. Voting seems 
like a good start, considering its 
concept is the framework of our 
cultural expectations and most 
every college student is eligible to 
participate. So rather than sitting 
in our classrooms and talking 
about how fed up the political 
systems, media censorship, 
cultural stigmas, etc. are m this 
country, go out and do something 
about it. And while you're at it, 
take this theme of proactivity to 
heart and engage on a smaller 
scale. 
If you have a problem with 
the way student organizations 
interact with one another, the rules 
instated by the administration, 
or even a simple logo redesign, I 
encourage you to not only stand 
up for- your beliefs but to do so 
together. For it is with a unified 
presence and voice that we, 
the student body, can break the 
cyclical nature of the mundane 
and make the coming school year 
one that is truly different. 
CONNIE CAMMARATA / the sandspur 
nings along with Billy Yates and Becky Ainsworth made a repeat smash performance while Rollins' 
ndage, and Brian McShaffry, asked everyone to join the stage with them in a final jam. 
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Thefunnyside 
of sex 
A M A N D A 
H A M P T O N 
the sandspur 
When it comes to orienta-
tion (whether it be for work or 
school), sex education is usually 
too mundane for even the most 
optimistic of newcomers. There 
are only so many times a person 
can hear "Rape is bad," before 
feeling like the target of an after 
school special. 
That's where Sex Signals 
comes into play. 
The comedic improv duo 
show, called 'Sex Signals,' per-
formed twice in one night for two 
audiences of the Rollins class of 
2012. On August 21, Sex Signals 
took place in the Bush Audito-
rium where the duo brought 
both comedic effect as well as 
pure sex education to incoming 
Rollins students. Sex Signals got 
most of its entertainment value 
for the night through its come-
dic portrayal of realistic sex and 
dating scenarios which have 
been tweaked to apply to col-
lege student standards. Whether 
they were playing the parts of a 
creepy guy annoying a presum-
ably naive girl in a bar or inebri-
ated strangers at a party, the duo 
truly brought familiar aspects of 
the rrfiscommunication between 
men and woman to the surface 
but they also kept the audience 
smiling. Because Sex Signals 
is an interactive improv show, 
its real comedic effect comes in 
conjunction with audience par-
ticipation. Throughout this two-
person show, audience members 
are encouraged to throw out 
pick-up lines and dating sce-
narios for the two actors to use 
on stage. With some less-than-
innovative lines such as "What's 
your sign?," the audience inter-
actions offstage were sometimes 
a close match to the improvisa-
tions happening onstage during 
the show. 
. The audience was busy 
laughing while, learning valu-
able tools in regards to staying 
informed on sexual assault; and 
the all-too-familiar reverbera-
tion for incoming freshmen that 
the. word "consent" has some 
significant meaning seemed 
like brand new information to 
show-goers that night. This is 
because Sex Signals strives to 
create a balance between laugh-
ter and education. The night's 
performances took on a more 
serious note with a scenario in-
volving a college student who 
had to prove that he did not 
rape a classmate. This is where 
Sex Signals portrays the multi-
ple layers involved in rape cases 
among acquaintances. They do 
so by citing how these cases are 
often difficult to judge because 
the so-called "rapist" is a like-
able person. 
Throughout the entire 
night, Sex Signals delivered an 
important message to the audi-
ence. They relayed that men and 
women have completely differ-
ent ways of communicating and 
that these differences must be 
taken into consideration when 
interacting with the opposite 
sex, especially within the con-
text of sexual and dating situ-
ations. Judging by the night's 
laughter and the audience's ap-
plause, it seems that the class 
of 2012 thoroughly enjoyed the 
performance. First-year student, 
Sarah Grinnell, commented that 
"Sex signals was a surprisingly 
funny and entertaining program 
that was equally informative. 
You got a good message in the 
end and got entertained [while] 
doing it." Sex Signals seems to 
have succeeded in informing 
audiences about the prevention 
of rape; and the improv duo 
made audiences laugh while 
doing so. 
Who would have thought 
that sex education could ever be 
so funny? 
For more information about 
Sex Signals, go to 
h t tp : / /www.ca tha r s i sp ro -
ductions.com/index.html 
KELLY MCNOLDY / the sandspur 
CROWD PLEASERS: With Chase Jennings taking first place at 
the talent show and gators surprising students at the Involvement 
Fair, first-years were in for an unpredictable week. 
The reality of Orientation 
P E T E R T R A V I S 
the sandspur 
On the eve of my departure 
to Rollins College, I laid in my 
bed back in Memphis and gid-
dily dreamt about my fresh-
men orientation experience. 
The dream began in the Alfond 
Sports Center, where all the 
freshmen had been locked in. 
Surrounding us there were fifty 
ping pong tables, a wall of kegs, 
and a box of condoms. Out of 
nowhere, Doug Little, colorfully 
clad with an Indian headdress 
and war paint, came to the cen-
ter of the gym, called the room 
to attention with a few raps on 
his bongo, and shouted in a rich 
baritone voice, "Class of 2012, 
orient yourselves!" And the fun 
began. 
Of course I knew then that 
0 
Orientation would not be any-
thing like that and would in-
stead resemble something closer 
to a cumbersome summer camp 
session. However, having been 
officially "oriented," I can now 
say that Doug Little and the 
crew of Rollins Explorations did 
a superb job of dismissing the 
summer camp stereotype that 
I, along with many of my class-
mates, had held. Yes, there were 
several parts of the process that 
could have been a lot shorter or 
less boring, but most of them 
were unavoidable and maybe 
even good for our tender, im-
pressionable minds. 
The first half of Orienta-
tion was dominated by Tropical 
Storm Fay, and what was sup-
posed to be one move-in day 
quickly turned into three move-
in days and one 15-hour lock-in. 
The lock-iri occurred in Ward 
Hall, Bush Science Center, Eliz-
abeth Hall, and McKean Hall 
where several activities' such 
as ping pong tournaments and 
movie marathons took place. 
Some of the more courageous 
first-years called, the authority's 
bluff and snuck in and out of the . 
buildings all day. 
Once the storm had finally 
passed, there was some catch-
ing-up to be done on postponed 
activities, so the community 
service portion, or SPARC day, 
was cancelled. During the day, 
first-years were sent to several 
modules, some more interest-
ing than others. In the Office of 
Multi-Cultural Affairs module, 
I discovered that the last time I 
cried was when Tom Hanks lost 
his volleyball in Cast Away. An-
other module treated first-years 
to an improv show which was 
skillfully put on by Rollins Im-
prov Players, or R.I.P. At night, 
if one was not brave enough to 
take the risk of being written-up 
for one's first college party, there 
were calmer events planned 
such as Curtis Earth's Trivia 
and a show with a hypnotist 
that had an uncanny ability to 
make brooms sexually attrac-
tive. Orientation ended Sun-
day night with the Talent Show 
where the first-years' talents of 
song, dance, and comedy were 
put on display. Chase Jennings 
won the top prize with his band 
who performed a mellow cover 
of "Paper Planes," and Cristian 
Kebbel's captivating stand-up 
routine took second place. 
By the end of the week, 
there was a general sense of 
readiness among first-years for 
classes to begin. And although 
I never got to witness Doug Lit-
tle's headdress or a line of fifty 
beer pong tables, I would still 
say that I have been sufficiently 
oriented to the Rollins College 
community. The process could 
have been considered arduous, 
but the main goal of eliminating 
awkwardness and tentativeness 
from the first year experience 
ultimately was met by keep-
ing students busy with activi-
ties that, with the right attitude, 
were informative and some-
times truly fun. 
Meet Joe Biden 
L I N D S E Y H I R S C H 
the sandspur 
All eyes are on the election 
that is rapidly approaching. 
With the appointment of both 
McCain and Obama's running 
mates this past week, there is 
no doubt that our television sets 
and billboards will be outfitted 
and enveloped in the latest cam-
paigning fashion. 
When asked about 
Obama's Vice President choice, 
Sophomore Zach Lee, respond-
ed by stating that he had called 
it back in March. "Biden was 
my second favorite contender 
If or the democratic nominee! af-
ter Barack. However, I was kind 
of disappointed Barack didn't 
choose Evan Bayh...he's from 
Indiana...I'm from Indiana." 
Because many people are 
not aware of Joe Biden's poli-
cies, they may find Obama's 
choice of a hypocritical manner. 
But why? Because he is an older 
Caucasian gentleman who ap-
pears to be the archetypal dem-
ocrat? Well, don't judge a book 
by its cover. 
Joe Biden was born in 
Pennsylvania in November of 
1942 but later moved to and 
grew up in Delaware. For un-
dergraduate school, he received 
his diploma for a double major 
in history and political science 
which led him to pursue his J.D. 
at Syracuse University College 
of Law. When elected to the 
Senate in 1972, Biden was thirty 
years old, which made him the 
fifth youngest senator in the his-
tory of the United States. Biden 
has run for the U.S. presidency 
twice in his life- once in 1988 
and then recently in the 2008 
election. When he came in fifth 
in the Iowa caucus, he decided 
to withdraw from the campaign. 
Biden's failure to secure the 
presidential nomination may be 
his greatest success yet seeing as 
how he has the potential to be 
the future Vice President of the 
United S|ates. 
Obama has made a 
strictly political move in this 
race for the presidency. After 
all, Obama is criticized for la6k-
ing governmental experience 
and foreign policy, but Biden 
more than makes u p his deficit. 
With more than thirty-five years 
of Senate experience, it is safe 
to express that Biden knows 
what he's doing when it comes 
to political science. Along with 
Biden's experience comes his 
position as Chairman of the U.S. 
Senate Committee on foreign re-
lations which he has served on 
for years. Sophomore Yoni Bin-
stock believes that Obama made 
the right decision here, "I think 
it was a good idea to get people 
who he [Obamaj didn't have be-
fore. An older white man in the 
senate with lots of experience 
appeals to more people." 
It's safe to say, without 
a doubt that Obama has secured 
himself with the right person 
who will be able to step u p for 
him if the time ever occurred, 
heaven forbid. The thought 
must be considered when vot-
ing for president whether or not 
the vice presidential candidate 
is someone who has the capa-
bility of rising to the occasion. 
Yoni believes, "He definitely has 
experience. Though his policies 
aren't as well known.. .his ex-
perience will allow him to step 
up ." 
Many people are asking the 
question whether or not Obama 
based his decision on trying to 
appeal to swing states that he 
did not have a firm grasp on 
before. Biden is someone who 
believes in change in D.C., and 
though his policies may not be 
as well known as Obama's, Zach 
Lee said, "The selection was 
made on who would make a 
better Vice President instead of 
who would bring more votes." 
If elected, Joe Biden will 
be the first Roman Catholic vice 
president alongside the first Af-
rican-American president. Zach 
Lee remarks about the poten-
tial historical breakthrough, 
think it's great! It shouldn't be 
an issue; neither should Obama 
being black be an issue, but it 
is. . .which an issue all in itself." 
Both Yoni Binstock an( 
Zach Lee are members of Roll 
ins Democrats, who are promot-
ing general political activism 
Yoni makes a valid point when 
he states, "The country caii 
agree that McCain is an Ameri 
can hero. But for the country to 
change its current path, we neec 
Senator Barack Obama." 
So there's only one sub-
ject matter left to discuss. You 
The power now resides with 
you- the voter. The voter holds 
the key to voice their opinior 
every election. Too many of ui 
grow u p thinking and believin; 
the same views and opinio: 
as our parents; it's time to st 
thinking for ourselves so we c 
create the change in this politi-
cally lethargic America. 
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Kite 
first 
er flies high at 
year Orientation 2008 
A M A N D A 
H A M P T O N 
the sandspur 
As a requirement for in-
coming Rollins students, a sum-
mer reading book is assigned 
and sent out to all new students 
each year. This 
summer's se-
lection, The 
Kite Run-
ner, is author 
Khaled Hos-
seini's debut 
novel. 
For the 
Class of 2012, 
a newly-ac-
centuated cul-
tural aware-
ness has been 
' e s t a b l i s h e d 
with the se-
lection of The 
Kite Runner. 
The novel, which takes place 
in both 1960s Afghanistan and 
present day California, fol-
lows the life of Amir as he goes 
through the trials and tribula-
tions which accompany the life 
of a privileged Afghan with a 
Hazara servant. According to 
Rollins Explorations, the sum-
mer reading program aims to 
introduce incoming students to 
"topics that challenge their con-
ception of the immediate world 
around them to the larger world 
of which we are all an integral 
part." As much of a coming of 
age story as it is a tale of rebel-
lion and cultural identity, The 
Kite Runner has surely succeed-
ed in introducing the incoming 
Class of 2012 to^ 
new cultures 
and their con-
nections to the 
Rollins commu-
nity at large. 
In addition 
to the summer 
N reading, an op-
I P | tional essay con-
m\ test was avail-
able to interested 
parties. The con-
test, which fea-
tured multiple 
essay choices, 
ended on Au-
gust 8 and the 
winners were announced soon 
after at the Class of 2012's Con-
vocation ceremony. The summer 
reading and essay contest were 
accompanied by both a guest 
speaker and a book discussion. 
This year's guest speaker was 
Iran Davar Ardalan, who works 
at NPR News in Washington 
D.C. Ardalan has more than six-
teen years experience in public 
broadcasting in both the United 
States and the Middle East, and 
is the author of the book My 
Name is Iran. Ardalan spoke to 
the Class of 2012 about her life 
as a person who has gone back 
and forth between America and 
Iran throughout her life. After 
her speech, there was time for 
questions and other discussion. 
Here, the Class of 2012 brought 
up some truly thought-provok-
ing questions for the speaker as 
well as for the audience to pon-
der. It is during this question 
and answer session that Arda-
lan spoke freely of her expecta-
tions for the internet, which she 
sees as the meeting place for all 
people and cultures throughout 
the world. 
The following book discus-
sions, which occurred in each of 
the RCC classrooms across cam-
pus, were truly varied depend-
ing on each student's personal 
response to Hosseini's novel. 
For some, discussion focused 
on both the vast similarities 
and differences between Amir 
* 
and Hassan and the question of 
whether or not the two were tru-
ly friends, while others honed in 
on the concept of Eastern versus 
Western customary differences. 
Of the discussions, one member 
KELLY M C N O L D Y / the sandspur 
IRAN SPEAKS: To the Rollins class of 2012 at Orientation 
of the Class qi 2012, Christine 
Henderson, remarks "My class 
discussion was very insightful 
and spurred a lot of positive 
comments about The Kite Run-
ner." No matter what the dis-
cussions focused on, or whether 
or not all the RCC discussions 
were as positive as Christine's, 
one thing is clear: Hosseini's 
The Kite Runner has definitely 
sparked a sense of knowledge 
of another culture in the minds 
of incoming Rollins students. 
COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS 
GLAMOROUS: The Hills' Audrina Patridge and Lauren Conrad 
pause to pose for a paparazzi picture while attending an event. 
promised the same. However, as 
L A U R A 
H A R D W I C K E 
the sandspur 
Grab your over-sized sun-
glasses and designer handbags, 
its time for Season 4 of MTV's hit 
"reality" show, "The Hills". The 
past three seasons have given us 
insight into the dramatic lives of 
over-privileged Lauren, Heidi, 
Lo, Audrina, and Whitney.. .and 
this season's fourth installment 
an avid Hills fan, the first couple 
episodes have been nothing but 
a disappointment. I don't doubt 
that common rooms across cam-
pus have felt the same let down 
that I have. 
With recent celebrity blog-
gers such as Perez Hilton con-
firming suspicions of fabricated 
drama, I'm beginning to feel like 
a five-year old that woke up to 
find my mother instead of the 
The Hills have eyes 
watching them every week 
tooth fairy. Audrina Patridge re-
cently launched a website con-
firming that she was an out of 
work actress laying out by her 
apartment pool when MTV pur-
sued her to be on the show. 
Possibly the show's most 
level headed cast member Whit-
ney Port seems to be getting 
less and less air time. This is 
most likely due to the fact that 
Whitney's less dramatic life 
does not bring in the big num-
bers for MTV. Previews even 
suggest that Ms. Port might take 
a job opportunity in New York, 
leaving "The Hills". I hope I'm 
not the only one who will miss 
Whitney's priceless facial reac-
tions. 
It's not just that Audrina is 
being paid to be Lauren's friend 
or Whitney losing more air time 
that has ruined the show, but 
the substance has been incred-
ibly watered-down. While some 
may say you can't lose what you 
didn't have, there is a differ-
ence. Two thirds of last week's 
episode was merely Lauren tell-
ing all her friends that they were 
going to Stephanie Pratt's (Spen-
cer's sister) birthday party. The 
actual party was highly anticli-
mactic, consisting of 2 minutes 
of muffled gossip in a club. 
Previews enticed viewers 
with the appeal of seeing Lau-
ren and her arch nemesis cross 
paths, but with today's special 
effects the scene could have 
been created in an editing room. 
Further suspicions aroused in 
the season's first episode. Dur-
ing the confrontation between 
Lo .and* Audrina, it seems that 
the Audrina's diabolical words 
"We'll never be friends" was a 
simple voice over! 
The season preview prom-
ises drama, but just like -after 
uncovering the truth of the tooth 
fairy, I'm not expecting much. It 
has become clear that MTV is us-
ing as little of the cast's real lives 
as possible to make money. 
Has anyone else noticed 
that the most important part of 
Lauren's life has been eliminat-
ed completely from the show? 
The fact that she is a huge reali-
ty star followed in most tabloids 
isn't even acknowledged! "The 
Hills" just isn't keeping it real 
anymore. 
The staff of the 
CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
PHILANTHROPY & NONPROI-IT LEADERSHIP CENTER 
WELCOMES YOU! 
Jobs in the nonprofit sector are jobs 
that change the world. 
Want a career that can change the world? 
Visit the Philanthropy Center to learn 
about the fastest growing job market... 
the nonprofit sector. 
Build a future, build a life. 
Visit us online at 
www.pnlc.rollins.edu 
Corner of New England and Knowles Ave. 
Open Monday—Friday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. I 407-975-6414 
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roommate 
won 
your toothbrush. 
IKEA roommates are easy to live with. Always smart and stylish, they can 
make college much more comfortable. And with so many to choose from, 
you're sure to find your perfect match. 
KVART work lamp 
$12.99 Adjustable arm. 
Painted steel/cast iron. 
Max40W. RA. H17". 
701.207.54 
KASSETT magazine files 
$399 
GOSA SYREN standard pillow $9.99 
100% cotton with polyester filling. 
W26xL20". 301.311.70 
/ea 
Paperboard. W4xD93/4xH12V2". 
White 901.154.50 
KRABB mirror 
99 $9 
Glass. W7%xH63n 
948.903.00 
MYSA RONN twin quirt $29.99 
100% cotton cover. Duck feather/ 
duck down filling. Warmth rating 2. 
801.334.97 
^P^frPPPl 
MIKAEL workstation 
$109 
Printed and embossed foil finish. 
RA. W41 xD19%xH65%".-
Birch effect/white 701.114.91 
POLARVI DE throw $3.99 100% polyester. 
W51 xL67". Red 800.899.27 
DALSELV twin bed frame $59.99 
Solid pine. RA. 100.216.29 
swivel chair 
2 4 " 
'owder-coated steel, plastic. RA. 
SeatW18V8xD153/8xH153/8-20y8". 
998.425.30 
SYNTESMUG59C 
Stoneware. H4". 
Black 601.200.28 
IH^HHHBH 
RA = Requires Assembly. 
All textiles shown are imported. 
See IKEA store for country of origin information. 
© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2008. Printed in USA. Advertising supplement 
HULDATECKNA 
twin quilt cover and 
pillowcase set 
$1499 
100% cotton. 
Green/white 801.255.86 
HELMER drawer unit $39.99 
Powder-coated steeL W H xD16%xH27Vi". 
Red 401.078.72 
SULTAN FLORVAG twin 
poh/urethane foam mulliess $99.99 
Cotton, polyester, potyurcthane foam. 
W38V4xL74%xT3%". 001.39752 
^ - M 9 8 . 3 0 0 . 0 6 
IKEA ORLANDO 
Conroy Road and 
Eastgate Drive at Millenia 
(407) 355-3155 
Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm 
Sun: nam-7pm 
Restaurant opens 30 minutes before store. www.IKEA-USA.com 
